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Abstract—Information about source code changes is important
for many software development activities. As such, modern IDEs,
including, IntelliJ IDEA and Visual Studio Code, show visual clues
within the code editor that highlight lines that have been changed
since the last synchronization with the code repository. However,
the granularity of the change information is limited to a line
level, showing mainly a small colored icon on the left side of the
lines that have been added, deleted, or modified.
This paper introduces Spike, a source code highlighting plugin
that uses the font color to visually encode fine-grained version
difference information within the code editor. In contrast to previously mentioned tools, Spike can highlight insertions, deletions,
updates, and refactorings all in a same line. Our plugin also
enriches the source code with small icons that allow retrieving
detailed information about a given code change. We perform an
exploratory user study with five professional software engineers.
Our results show that our approach is able to assist practitioners
with complex comprehension tasks about software history within
the code editor.
Index Terms—Code highlighting; software evolution; software
visualization

I. I NTRODUCTION
Syntax highlighting is a common feature of source code
editors. It typically applies predefined font colors to the code
to provide visual cues about syntax, for instance, keywords,
control structures, constants, and literals. The underlining goal
of traditional syntax highlighting is to help distinguish various
language elements and to ease program comprehension. However, a recent study has shown that there is no evidence that
standard syntax highlighting improves developers’ abilities to
comprehend source code [1].
We argue that an alternative application of source code
highlighting is helping developers in analyzing code changes.
Analyzing source code changes is an important activity during
software development. It is known that developers frequently
refer to source code changes to better understand the code and
make choices while programming [2]. A study based on 217
developer interviews reveals that at least 61% of them review
the code history a few times a day, and 85% consider that code
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Fig. 1. Source code change example in: GitHub, IntelliJ, and Spike

history is important in their development activities [2]. Among
the questions that developers frequently ask themselves when
programming are When, and how this code was changed or
inserted?, What recent changes were made?, and What else
changed when this code was inserted or changed? [3].
Traditional source code difference approaches typically
display both versions of the modified lines, duplicating the
information. For instance, Figure 1 gives an example of a code
modification in the unified GitHub code difference tool. This
modification involves a renaming of a variable and insertion
of a line. These changes are shown by GitHub as one line
deletion (red lines) and two line additions (green lines). IntelliJ
IDEA (similar as other editors like Visual Studio Code) flag the
modified lines by adding a color on the left on the side-bar,
with line-based details similar to the GitHub representation
available on demand. However, it is difficult to identify finegrained changes within a line, for instance, a simple variable
renaming.
This paper presents Spike, a change-based source code
highlighting mechanism to show fine-grained version difference information. Our proposed highlighting mechanism is
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Fig. 2. Example for change-based source code highlighting showing modifications in SQLSeverConnection.java from the project mssql-jdbc. The left
panel contains an enhanced file explorer: a color is assigned to each file icon according to the number of changes. The right panel shows the code editor with
a highlighting that reflects the changes from the previous version. Font colors are assigned according to the kind of change, and visual markers placed at the
end of each modified line give on-demand information about the change; texts inside the markers are acronyms of the kind of change.

accompanied by a number of visual icons that help developers
obtain more information about a code change on demand. We
developed a prototype that enhances two main components
of IntelliJ IDEA, a popular Java editor. Figure 1 contrast our
solution to existing ones, and Figure 2 gives an overview of
the whole approach. Differently than IntelliJ Editor, Spike
highlights different kinds of changes within a line, including
additions, deletions, updates, and refactorings.
To assess the expressiveness and usability of our prototype,
we conducted an exploratory user study comparing our approach with the GitHub code difference tool. We asked five
professional software engineers to perform a code comprehension task involving large Git commits. Overall, engineers
performed equally well using the GitHub code difference tool
and our augmented editor. This indicates that our editor is
able to assist complex comprehension tasks, although it offers
significantly less exposed historical information.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Visualizations in the code. Since Seesoft [4] has suggested
visualizing software metrics as colored source code lines,
diverse approaches have proposed adding different types of
data into the code editor [5], for instance, showing data on
code smells [6], call graphs [7], memory usage [8], [9],
and software performance [10], [11]. In contrast, our work
adds information about code changes to the editor. In the
same direction, already Seesoft [4] as well as Harward et
al. [12], [13] visualize information related to software history,
for instance, source code age or developers that last edited a
corresponding line. I3 [14] adds change summaries as small
timelines on method level to the code. However, we are not

aware of an approach that uses visual augmentations to show
fine-grained version difference information in the code editor.
Visual code difference tools. Common source code difference
tools compare two code versions and either show the information using a side-by-side or unified representation. Whereas,
usually, changes are only detected and visualized at line level,
only few tools visualize more fine-grained changes in a sideby-side view, i.e., which code sections were modified, added or
deleted [15], [16], [17]. They also integrate this with timeline
views [15] and architectural diagrams [16]. Differently from
these tools, our approach only shows the current (newest)
version of the code and highlights code changes in situ in
the code editor based on a given previous version.
III. S PIKE : C HANGE - BASED C ODE H IGHLIGHTING
Spike enhances two components of IntelliJ: the File Browser
and the Code Editor Panel.
A. File Browser
To easily spot which files contain changes, our first enhancement targets establishing a file-color icon based on the number
of changes within a file. Figure 2 (left side) illustrates how the
color icons are displayed in the file browser panel. The files
are categorized based on a number of configurable thresholds.
By default, our implementation considers four categories with
the following thresholds: none – zero changes J , few changes
– between 1 and 10 J , moderate changes – between 11 and
25 J , and many changes – more than 25 J . We consider
a change to be either an insertion, update, move, delete, or
refactoring within a file. Note that there is a letter inside each

icon to indicate the file type. The letter is assigned by IntelliJ,
for instance, J means Java file.
B. Code Editor Panel
We enhance the code editor panel by highlighting recent
code-change and adding visual markers to classify those
changes.
Color encoding. We support five change categories, each
represented by a font color: insertion ( ), update ( ), move
( ), delete ( ), and refactoring ( ). As an illustration,
Figure 2 shows a code section that involves three kinds of
changes. Code sections without modifications remain with the
default color font. The colors used by our tool are picked
from the IntelliJ IDEA color palette. If users change the color
palette, for instance, to a black background style, our tool
also uses compatible colors. For instance, consider Figure 3,
which shows a variety of source code changes done in the file
SQLServerConnection.java. Spike indicates that one variable
name was renamed and updated, two variables were updated,
and a new variable was declared.

Fig. 3. Example: variable renamig and constant updates

Icons & popups. We append an icon to each modified line.
Clicking on it provides details about the modification in a
popup. Icon colors have the same color as the font, and
inside each icon there is an abbreviated name of the type
of change. Popup labels give information about the change
and the commit that introduced the change: author username,
email, and commit date. Figure 4 gives details about a renamed
parameter refactoring, and it shows the previous name of the
parameter. In case of deleted lines, since these lines are not in
the current version (the code that developers are editing), we
show a red icon where the code was deleted. Clicking on this
icon reveals the deleted code.
C. Spike Implementation
We implemented Spike as a plug-in for the IntelliJ Java
Editor. We use IJM to detect the source code change at
AST level [18], and RefactoringMiner to identify the refactorings [19], [20]. Our prototype works with Git repositories.
It supports comparison of exactly two versions and, by default,
compares the current version with the previous one; however,
it also lets developers select an older version to compare with.
IV. U SER S TUDY
Five engineers from international companies volunteered to
participated in our study. They had between 1 and 3 years

Fig. 4. Popup example for renaming a method.

of professional experience in software development at outsourcing companies. All of them had at least one year of
experience in professionally developing software in Java and
using IntelliJ IDEA.
A. Design
Baseline. We used the GitHub code difference tool as the
baseline for comparison. However, unlike our plugin, GitHub
does not detect refactorings, which might introduce a bias in
favor of our approach. To minimize this bias, we installed the
RefactoringMiner plugin to the participants’ Google Chrome
browser. This Chrome extension highlights and summarizes
refactorings within the GitHub code difference tool.
Code under study. Based on a previous study [19], we
employed a data set of commits that contains a diverse kind
of refactorings and source code changes based on RefactoringMiner. We then selected two commits that contain a great
variety not only of refactorings but also of line insertions,
deletions, and updates, one from the Apache Drill project and
the other from Apache Giraph.
Task & procedure. Each participant was requested to analyze
both commits and write a detailed commit message for them.
We did not provide them the original commit message to
avoid bias. Each commit was analyzed with a different tool:
Spike and the baseline. To balance any learning effect, we
randomized the commits and tools.
Data collection. During the study, participants were asked to
speak their thoughts and ideas out loud. After each commit, we
requested them to fill two forms: i) the system usability scale
form (SUS), and ii) the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX).
At the end of the session, we asked the participants to list
advantages and disadvantages of our approach in comparison
to the baseline.
The implementation of Spike and the commits under study
are available online1 .
B. Results
Usability & cognitive load. Table I shows the SUS and NASATLX total scores for each participant. We measured the scores
as advised in the original description of the SUS form [21] and
NASA-TLX [22], respectively. P3, P4, P5 rated the usability
(SUS) of Spike with a better score than the GitHub difference
tool; P1 assigned a slightly better score to GitHub, and P2 the
1 https://github.com/testFooBar71/highlight-code-plugin

is not necessary, as the full name of the modification is shown
on the popup.

TABLE I
U SABILITY AND C OGNITIVE L OAD R ESULTS
Session Time
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

92
86
77
89
90

min
min
min
min
min

Spike
75
57.5
90
70
77.5

SUS
GitHub
80
57.5
70
47.5
57.5

NASA TLX
Spike
GitHub
45.3
45.7
13.7
60.3
39

38
42.3
45.3
65.7
62

same score to both. Regarding the task load index (NASATLX), P3, P4, P5 reported a lower workload perception using
our plugin in comparison to GitHub, and P1, P2 reported
a slightly higher workload perception using our plugin. All
participants commented that Spike is useful and easy to
understand. Overall, we observe that participants usability and
workload perceptions of both tools are in a similar range for
most participants, with two participants (P3, P5) ranking our
plugin clearly better across both scales.
File explorer. All participants first started expanding all
folders in the file browser and identified based on the color
encoding which files were changed. Since the projects under
analysis contained many files, participants used the “Expand
all” feature of IntelliJ IDEA in the file explorer. P1, P2, and
P3 followed a top-to-bottom approach to navigate the file
explorer. P5 followed a more random order. P4 preferred to
close folders with no modified files; it shows that P4 easily
distinguished files with modifications on the explorer. While,
in some cases, participants missed files with few changes while
scrolling, in most of the cases, all participants easily identified
files with modifications, stopping the scroll when they detected
a file with a different icon. P2 opened mostly files with many
modifications. P4 and P5 suggested the possibility to filter only
the files with modifications on the file explorer.
Code highlighting. Except for P1, who had a slight confusion
between blue from inserted code and white from not modified
code, no other participant had issues with the font color
encoding. Four participants did not comment on the color
encoding specifically; they quickly associated the blue color
with line insertions. However, P2 suggested using green for
inserted code and blue for updated code. Despite our prototype
had a minor bug in highlighting multiple inserted lines, all
participants were able to describe the code changes done in
all files and write a proper commit message.
Icons. P1 and P3 had confusions with the DEL icon. They
thought that the code on the line of the visual element was the
deleted code. This might be because traditional code difference
tools show deleted lines. But in our case, deleted lines are only
shown on demand when users click the DEL icon. P2 mentioned that basic acronyms (INS, UPD, MOV, DEL) are easy
to understand, but there are too many acronyms to remember;
P2 suggested having a single acronym for all refactorings.
However, P2 might not have realized remembering acronyms

Popup. This feature probably had the most positive reception
among all features. P2 and P5 said explicitly that the popup
was useful to review the code before the modifications. P5
mentioned that the popup was useful to see who and when a
change was made.
General feedback. Participants used adjectives such as good,
useful, and interesting to describe our plugin. P2 deemed the
idea to see previous code without git blame seems useful. P3
said he liked Spike a lot, and he would use it. P5 highlighted
the utility of showing refactorings.
Advantages. P1, P3, and P4 highlighted the fact that you do
not need to leave the IDE to see the changes. P2 said that
“you don’t even need to change the view within the IDE”. P5
also highlighted the better precision of the plugin for moves or
refactorings, which standard diff tools only detect as insertions
or eliminations. P1 and P3 also noted the visual expressiveness
of the tool as an advantage.
Disadvantages. P1 mentioned that all the information shown
can be heavy for the user. P2 and P3 mentioned that having
many visual elements on the editor could be invasive. P4
pointed out not having the split diff view as the only disadvantage. P5 said that looking for modified files on the file explorer
could take a long time, and that could be a disadvantage. P1
and P2 said that it is difficult to adapt to this new highlighting,
and that they are used to the traditional highlighting.
Recommendations for improvement. P3 and P4 suggested
showing changes on the navigation sidebar of the editor. P4
and P5 suggested having the option to filter the modified files
on the file explorer.
C. Threats to Validity
Code under study. The commits picked might not be representative or otherwise could have biased the results. To
minimize this threat, we selected commits containing a variety of refactorings and code modifications of well-known
software projects, based on the RefactoringMiner study data
set [23]. We picked two commits with a comparable number
of changes.
Baseline. Although trying to find a comparable setup based
on GitHub and the RefactoringMiner plugin for GitHub, this
baseline might still introduce a bias. Participants might have
preferred other available tools for the task.
Tasks. The study only focused on analyzing commits, but not
how well participants perceive the change information while
writing code.
Reliability of results. Our findings are based on feedback
of five participant and their usability perceptions. Hence,
quantitative results can only be considered preliminary, while
qualitative findings might already be more reliable.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper proposes Spike as an unobtrusive extension
of the source code editor to obtain fine-grained historical
information. In an exploratory study, practitioners positively
perceived our plugin and rated it comparable or better to using
the GitHub code difference tool. Hence, our approach provides
a new and useful option for analyzing code difference, one that
fully integrates with the coding environment.
As future work, we plan to perform a controlled experiment
to understand, in contrast to traditional code comparison tools,
how and how well our prototype help developers to analyze
source code changes.
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